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A professional quality magazine 
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INTRODUCTION: 
The project goal was to create a professional quality 
magazine with a subject matter relating to art and design. 
I gathered the material, designed the cover and each 
spread. The content is based on articles and package 
designs I found online.
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step one
INTRODUCTION
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HYPERLINK AND INTERNET RESEARCH:
I gathered a list of links that included information for the 
content of my magazine.

https://www.smashbrand.com/articles/the-no-1-mistake-in-minimalist-
packaging-design/ 

https://36creative.com/branding/1704/importance-of-packaging-
design-your-branding-doesnt-stop-with-your-logo 

https://www.canva.com/learn/packaging-design/  

https://www.canva.com/learn/magazine-cover-design/ 

https://www.behance.net/gallery/17887087/Not-Earbuds 

https://www.designer-daily.com/minimalist-packaging-design-for-
alex-carro-75870 

https://www.packagingstrategies.com/articles/94533-the-importance-
of-research-in-packaging-design 

https://www.smashbrand.com/articles/understanding-packaging-
design-testing/ 

https://www.packagingoftheworld.com/2019/04/mabel-joy-organic-
superfoods.html 

https://www.packagingoftheworld.com/2019/09/think-yellow.html 

https://www.packagingoftheworld.com/2019/09/verloop.html 

https://www.packagingoftheworld.com/2019/09/alices-sweet-tooth.
html 

https://www.packagingoftheworld.com/2019/07/atelier-saucier.html

https://www.packagingoftheworld.com/2019/07/musee-bath-bombs.
html

https://www.packagingoftheworld.com/2019/04/adria-by-thalia.html 

https://www.packagingoftheworld.com/2019/04/welly-first-aid.html 

https://packageinspiration.com/epic-gelato/
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step two
RESEARCH
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Coranto 2 Headline Light 
Azo Sans Black 

Marco Regular 
Bello Caps Pro 

Bello Script Pro Regular 

Gastromond Regular
FreightText Pro Book

Henriette Heavy
objektiv mk3 regular

Gin Regular
Niveau Grotesk Light 

Fairwater Script 
Charter Roman 

STYLE RESEARCH: 
The next step was to pick typeface pairs and color palettes 
that I wanted to consider for the magazine design.

INSPIRATION RESEARCH: 
I gathered images of spreads and covers that inspired me 
or caught my attention.
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SKETCHES: 
Thumbnail sketches are a way for me to get my thoughts 
on paper. Below are a few quick sketches I had in mind for 
the layout of my magazine spreads. 

8

SKETCHES AND DIGITAL RENDERING

step three
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An important element to designing the layout of a 
magazine is using grids and guides. The digital sketches 
help me find the best place for the document grid. 

DIGITAL RENDERING:
Magazine spreads contain large amounts of body copy. 
For this project, it was easier to refine the thumbnail 
sketches digitally to get a feel for the body copy layout. 
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FIRST DRAFT: 

Pictured above is the first cover I created. The rest of the 
first draft is shown over the next few pages. The first draft 
presents a good idea of the final result but needed several 
changes and a lot more work. 
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step four
FIRST DRAFT
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FINAL COVER:

The cover design took a turn from the first draft. The style I 
chose to print is clean and simple.

1

design design 
package package 

sign sign 

the importance 
of research in 
packaging design

packaging
of the world

 NOV 2019

You’ve never thought about 
packaging design this way before.
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step f ive
FINAL MAGAZINE IMAGES AND SPREADS
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impressumimpressumcover photocover photo

profile pictureprofile picture

the importance of packaging designthe importance of packaging design

epic gelatoepic gelato

packaging tipspackaging tips

zen designzen design

tight knit designtight knit design

granville island designgranville island design

juice skin designjuice skin design

green berry tea designgreen berry tea design

note designnote design

best of nature designbest of nature design

munch’n designmunch’n design

kallo designkallo design

catch the touchcatch the touch

sam loves bettysam loves betty

bee brightbee bright

poilupoilu

tridenttrident

gigs2gogigs2go

minimalist mistakesminimalist mistakes

mabel and joymabel and joy

think yellowthink yellow

verlopverlop

atelier saucieratelier saucier

adria by thaliaadria by thalia

alice’s sweet toothalice’s sweet tooth

musse bath bombsmusse bath bombs

welly firt aidwelly firt aid

importance of research importance of research   
desk photodesk photo

objectiv typefaceobjectiv typeface

charter typefacecharter typeface

Boxed Water Is Better on UnsplashBoxed Water Is Better on Unsplash

Lauren CastileLauren Castile

36creative.com36creative.com

Shelby CallisonShelby Callison

canva.comcanva.com

Igor MitinIgor Mitin

Elizabeth FreemanElizabeth Freeman

Andrew GibbsAndrew Gibbs

Naoto FukasawaNaoto Fukasawa

Natalia PonomarevaNatalia Ponomareva

Corinne PantCorinne Pant

Kurt Glänzer, Marie Zieger, Denis LelicKurt Glänzer, Marie Zieger, Denis Lelic

Tried and True Design Tried and True Design 

Big Fish AgencyBig Fish Agency

Elizabeth FreemanElizabeth Freeman

Aris PasourisAris Pasouris

Maude Paquette-BoulvaMaude Paquette-Boulva

Simon LalibertéSimon Laliberté

Hani DouajiHani Douaji

Kurt Rampton and BOLTgroupKurt Rampton and BOLTgroup

Kevin SmithKevin Smith

Jo Cutri StudioJo Cutri Studio

Helena HauswirtHelena Hauswirt

FormNation llc AgencyFormNation llc Agency

Nice PeopleNice People

CASECASE

Riser AgencyRiser Agency

Process AGProcess AG

Prime Studio, Partners and SpadePrime Studio, Partners and Spade

David RobergeDavid Roberge

Freddie Marraige on UnsplashFreddie Marraige on Unsplash

dalton maagdalton maag

matthew cartermatthew carter

letterletterfrom the
editor

First of all, I would like to thank you for picking 
up this magazine. My name is Kayli Lumpkins, and 
I am a Graphic Design student at Arkansas State 
University. As a busy college student, I understand 
the constant fight things have for our attention. I 
am not sure why you chose this magazine. Maybe 
you are bored at the doctor’s office waiting to 
see what the fat wart on your bottom is. Who 
knows? Whatever the case may be, thank you. This 
magazine is all about product packaging. I have 
always had a desire for packaging and learning 
about the process behind it. I hope that you enjoy 
learning about this subject as much as I did while 
creating this issue. 
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This page gives credit to the sources I used for the 
magazine content. I changed the typography for my letter 
to match the style of the other spreads.
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The contents page had some spacing issues with the 
typography. The solution was to align the body copy with 
the bottom of the numbers.
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let the product speaklet the product speak
If you have a quality product, let it speak for 
itself. Don’t feel the need to surround it with shiny, 
obnoxious wrappings if it doesn’t need it. These tights 
are great quality and look great as well. Instead of 
hiding them away in a box, they’re front and center, 
allowing you to see how great they really are.

make it what it ismake it what it is
Show what your product is made of in the 

packaging. This perfume (called Zen) is made 
with bamboo. Instead of using a bamboo 

print or illustration, the bottle is turned into 
bamboo. It becomes a real statement piece, 

and something someone would like to display.

bebe  weirdweird
Make people uncomfortable if that’s your style. 

These juice boxes are very, very strange to look at. 
The resemblance of the actual fruit is uncanny, and 
seeing it in juice box shape makes you do a double-

take. It gives the impression that you’re drinking 
straight out of the fruit and makes it seem healthier.

ppaacckkaaggiinngg  ttiippss
createcreate  somethingsomething
withwith  thethe  productproduct
Use the product to create your imagery, but 
make sure it relates to what you’re selling. These 
headphones are used to create music notes. Since 
the notes aren’t printed on the paper, they’re 3d, 
and really add something extra to the flat 
piece of cardstock.

8 9

The following few pages are for showcasing excellent 
package designs. There were a few spacing issues I fixed 
between the images, paragraphs, and headlines.

the the importance ofimportance of
your branding doesn’t stop with your logo

People are visual creatures by nature. What differentiates a bad 
company from a good company is the fact that the latter knows 
how to attract customers’ attention with the help of packaging 
design. While an interesting and eye-catching logo does play 
a big part in marketing a product, nothing comes as close as 
the effects a visually appealing and striking design has on 
prospective customers.

why is it so important?why is it so important?
Customers are drawn, more than anything, to products that look 
good. Something that is well designed and interesting is bound 
to attract more potential customers than a prod uct that is poorly 
designed and looks bland. This is the importance of packaging 
design. It is, after all, the key part in marketing a product and 
ensuring it sells. 

packaging design: where it beginspackaging design: where it begins
A good design should always reflect the product and the 
creativity and personality of the company. There is more, 
however, to packaging design than simply ensuring a package 
looks appealing. There is a whole science behind it – from the 
shape of the package to the materials used without forgetting of 
course its functionality. For example, of the many things to take 
into consideration when creating a package, one of the most 
important things to remember is certainly the protection 
it offers to the product. 

how to make the perfecthow to make the perfect
packaging designpackaging design
Many research studies have been done on the importance of 
packaging design, and if there is something they all have found, 
it is that simplicity sells. What people want, more than anything, 
is to get the information in a quick and simple way. Though it 
starts by attracting their attention through the means of elegant 
and eye-catching packaging, clearly labeling what the product 
is about is of the utmost importance. Companies want people to 
buy their products – they do not want people to walk away and 
buy a competing product merely because the information can be 
accessed more quickly on their package.

designdesign  packagingpackaging

what customers wantwhat customers want
Other than simplicity, customers also want honesty and 
authenticity. In other words, they want to know for a fact 
that the product that is labelled on the packaging is clearly 
the product that can be found inside. For that to happen, 
companies should always ensure the package makes them 
look trustworthy. This can be achieved by making sure the 
package is made of the highest quality materials available. 
Good packaging should also reflect the personality of the 
company. If a company is green and modern, then the 
packaging should be recyclable and innovative.

There is no denying the fact that a 
logo plays a vital part when it comes 
to marketing, but the power a visually 
appealing package has on customers cannot 
be compared to it. Customers want to 
associate a product with something positive, 
and the packaging design is often the first 
thing that comes to their mind.

This product 
package was 
designed 
by Shelby 
Callison. The 
clean, modern 
illustrations 
and color 
blocks give 
this gelato an 
exciting and 
new taste. The 
design makes 
the product 
truly epic. 

6 7

The typography needed help on this spread. The first draft 
contained several different sizes of type on each page. 
Now, all of the body copy is the same size.
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use humoruse humor
Being a little tongue in cheek with 
your packaging is fun. If you can 
make someone smile when they see 
your product, why wouldn’t you? 
These paint brushes act as facial 
hair for the illustrated faces on 
the sleeves. It’s fun to look at, and 
definitely stands out against other 
paint brush brands.

ppaacckkaaggiinngg  ttiippss

go over the topgo over the top
Push your design as far as you can, you 
never know what interesting solutions 
you could come up with. Trident used 
the shape of their product to create 
teeth. Rather than just having the simple 
red lips, they added in funny mustaches 
and facial hair. It takes a unique idea 
and pushes it further.

bebe  compactcompact

12 13

The more compact something 
is, the easier it is to store and 
transport. These flashdrives are 
connected together by cardboard. 
The entire thing is only the size 
of a credit card, and easily fits 
into a wallet. If you need to give 
someone a file, you simply tear off 
a notch, load it, and hand it off. 
It’s convenient and reminiscent of 
those popular pull tab flyers.

be playfulbe playful
If you have the 
opportunity to be 
playful with your 
packaging, take it. This 
packaging is incredibly 
playful, yet still 
simple. The illustration 
interacts with the 
product but still lets 
it shine through. The 
colors relate to the 
berries, and the act of 
the character eating the 
berries indicates their 
quality.

complementcomplement
the productthe product
Make sure your design complements 
the product that’s inside. This 
packaging looks simple and natural, 
just like what’s inside. You can 
see all the parts and pieces that 
you’re getting before you purchase 
it, so it gives off the impression of 
transparency and being proud of 
what you’re selling.

break the moldbreak the mold
If you have a product that a 
lot of other people produce 
as well, try to be innovative 
in how you display it. This 
honey package took a step 
in the opposite direction of 
the typical glass or plastic 
jar, and is a container made 
of beeswax. What’s even 
better, once you’ve used up 
all the product, you can flip 
the container over and reveal 
a wick on the bottom. You 
then burn down the package, 
making it completely waste 
free.

play withplay with
the sensesthe senses
Try to appeal to every 
sense a human has 
in your packaging, if 
you can. The sense 
of touch is played up 
again in this sheet 
packaging. Small 
pieces were inserted 
inside the package 
before it was vacuum 
sealed, and it created 
a 3d, raised effect. It’s 
interesting not only 
to the eye, but to the 
hands as well.

1110

packaging tipspackaging tips
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   MABEL & JOY ORGANIC SUPERFOODS   MABEL & JOY ORGANIC SUPERFOODS

THINK YELLOWTHINK YELLOW

ATELIER SAUCIERATELIER SAUCIER

VERLOOPVERLOOP

1716

tthhee  ##  11  mmiissttaakkee
iinn  mmiinniimmaalliisstt  

ppaacckkaaggiinngg  ddeessiiggnn
We realize we’ve written a handful of 
blogs extolling the virtues of minimalist 
design. “If Apple started out with its 
current logo and branding, the public 
would have assumed it was in the pre-
masticated fruit business and continued 
to buy Tandy CoCos.” Nevertheless, 
just like there is no single “right” way 
to design a package, there is no single 
“correct” concept of minimalism. While 
we do love well composed, elegant 
packaging designs, when your product 
is completely foreign to the public, a 
box with nothing but an indecipherable 
squiggle might not yield the frenzied 
interest you’d expected.

minimalism doesn’tminimalism doesn’t
mean ambiguitymean ambiguity
Just because you’ve embraced a clean 
and uncomplicated aesthetic doesn’t 
mean that your new product doesn’t 
need a sound introduction. Any 
unfamiliar product must have its virtues 
explained clearly via packaging and logo 
design, and if that package is a white 
box and the logo is a modified symbol 
for infinity, no one will have the slightest 
idea what it’s about.

does minimalism givedoes minimalism give
the wrong impression?the wrong impression?
Not that a convoluted packaging design 
solution is ever the correct choice, 
but could it be possible that the use 
of minimalism in itself can give the 

Would your curiosity be piqued by a simple yet unclear packaging 
concept, or would you move on to products whose purpose was 
made evident by their elegant packaging designs? The biggest 
mistake in minimalist packaging design is designing as though 
consumers will immediately recognize what the product is and 
what/who it is for, even when the product and brand are essentially 
unknown. If Apple started out with its current logo and branding, 
the public would have assumed it was in the pre-masticated fruit 
business and continued to buy Tandy CoCos.

consumer the message that the brand lacks 
expertise, or is simply too new to be trusted? 
For example, while the bottle and cap design 
for Jonah and the Whale Vodka is exquisite, 
the logo itself doesn’t scream “Premium 
Liquor;” it’s more the sort of thing you’d 
find on the cover of a Shel Silverstein poetry 
book. Once again, there are some liquor 
bottle designs that are greatly enhanced 
by a bit of whimsy, but combining childlike 
wonder and booze might be a bit unseemly 
to some consumers. Moreover, people 
want to think that their premium liquor is 
distilled by masters of the art with decades 
of experience and a rich family history of 
prohibition-era moonshine brewin’, not 
Hello Kitty fans.

is the package design foris the package design for
a point-of-sale product?a point-of-sale product?
It might be possible to get away with a 
minimalist-bordering-on-nebulous packaging 
design for a product that the customer 
previously researches, or is able to scrutinize 
on the aisle, but a product sold right at the 
checkout is a different story. The packaging 
that most needs to catch the eye is the 
packaging for products that are sitting right 
at the register, and if that energy shot, candy 
bar or pack of super-strong mints doesn’t 
delineate that product’s many uses and 
benefits, it’s just as likely to be purchased as 
a checkout line divider. Opaque yet elegant 
packaging designs do not seduce the average 
Walmart shopper.

Minimalism is thoroughly dandy at the 
right time and with the correct marketing 

strategy. We would all love to be able to package our 
products in aesthetically interesting and mildly mysterious 
ways, but customers don’t have time to decipher your 
packaging code. Once you’ve established your product’s 
superiority and firm standing in the market place, then 
you can go for an innovative and slightly weird concept. 
However, until you reach that glorious summit, go for 
what is clear, specific and (dare we say it?) familiar. Your 
revenue stream will thank you.

14 15

For this spread, I removed the colors to match the theme 
of the article. 
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the importance   ofthe importance   of

in package designin package design
eye-opening research leads to smarter package design
As a forward-thinking company with your eyes set on growth, you’re likely 
assessing every factor that drives your revenue and bottom line. Every year, 
you’re brainstorming ways to improve in the coming year, and that should 
include your packaging design.

There are several elements to evaluate in order to make smarter package 
design decisions. Of course, due diligence and research is a necessary step 
toward making the most impactful decisions for your business.

The following are critical elements of research that will help you make 
smarter and more-informed decisions for the future of your brand.

20

researchresearch
tap into the power of 
qualitative research
Effective packaging leaves people with an 
emotional reaction. Whenever consumers choose to 
purchase, their decisions often stem from a feeling 
or emotional response – the appeal that product 
packaging has to their preferences. This is why 
qualitative research into your target market is an 
important consideration.

Start holding focus groups and face-to-face 
interviews with consumers within your target 
market to gather such valuable information. You 
can even talk to consumers who gravitate to your 
competitors’ products. Also consider store visits to 
do a study and analysis. And of course, look for 
related, publicly-available consumer trend research 
on the web and capitalize on the availability of 
consumer opinions on social media.

understand your successes 
and pitfalls
Qualitative research should help you gain a better 
understanding of both what is and is not resonating 
with your target audience.

Focus groups and interviews should certainly dive 
into what about your packaging could be improved. 
Work to understand why your subjects have negative 
reactions to elements of your packaging. Also ask 
what kinds of brands they typically gravitate toward 
when shopping for similar products.

Don’t only speak to consumers that already purchase 
your products, either. Especially if you’re looking 
to launch a new product to a new audience, make 
sure you’re speaking to the people you’ll be trying 
to reach. Branding and marketing that’s worked for 
one audience isn’t necessarily going to be effective 
for another target.

keep up with market changes
A previously-effective brand identity is not a sign 
of perpetual success. In fact, as younger consumers 
age into your target market and your loyal 
consumers age out of the need for your product, 
your packaging will assuredly need to adapt. Even 
shifting preferences within the same consumers may 
necessitate a revamped brand identity. Consumers 
may develop different ideals and preferences, 
preferring to be marketed to in a different way. 

Keep tabs on the latest and greatest in the retail 
space. What are others in your wheelhouse doing? 
More importantly, what changes seem to be 
resonating with your target audience? It’s important 
that you conduct competitive analysis and evaluate 
similar brands to keep up with modern preferences. 
That being said, a flashy design trend might not 
make sense for your audience. It’s important that 
you match your message and product packaging 
with your audiences’ preferences.

incremental change can be 
incredibly effective
Keeping your brand fresh is a fundamental need 
to connecting with your audience on a continual 
basis. You could have a great product, but if your 
packaging is no longer resonating with your 
audience, another brand could make a connection 
that flips your customers.

You don’t need to turn your brand upside down to 
stay fresh, though. Consider making incremental 
changes when they make sense. If research backs up 
your changes and you believe certain elements of 
your brand aren’t resonating, make a change.
It’s important to understand 
what’s working and what’s 
not so you’re not scrapping 
something that’s effectively 
attracting customers.
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CONCLUSION: 
The project provided an opportunity for me to explore the 
world of magazine and layout design. Several elements 
go into printing out a magazine. This magazine was 
professionally printed. 

I enjoyed being able to create the publication on a subject 
matter of my choice. Not only was I able to learn, but I was 
able to research and find inspiring package design work. 
Magazine design is challenging but something I would like 
to do again if given the opportunity.
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packlane.com
fantastapack.com

pakfactory.com
stickermule.com
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I added the final spread to reference popular printing websites. 
They offer printing for packages and other branding material.
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